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TNPF urges investigations on genocide since British
exit

[TamilNet, Friday, 10 January 2014, 23:08 GMT]
Tamil National Peoples Front (TNPF) on Friday urged the global community
not to limit the demand for investigations to only war crimes committed in
the last phase of the war. Referring to the ongoing exhumation of
Thirukkeatheesvaram mass grave in Mannaar, where four of the recovered
32 skulls so far were of children, the TNPF said the slaying of children
clearly indicated the nature of genocidal intent. Given the long record of
massacres, pogroms, war crimes and the ongoing crimes of structural
genocide, the call for investigation should be on the genocide since British
left the island, the TNPF said. 

The Sri Lankan State has failed to conduct proper investigations on the earlier
discoveries of mass graves in the Tamil homeland. 

Even if the Sri Lankan State was to conduct investigations, the victims could not
expect justice from it, the TNPF said, citing the ‘investigation’ on Chemma’ni
mass grave, which failed to punish the culprits. 

Therefore, a proper call for justice should be impartial international investigation
on the genocide against Eezham Tamils since the British left the island, the TNPF
said in a statement released in Tamil. 

The Bishop of Mannaar and the Tamil National Alliance have already called for
international investigations on the mass grave in Thirukkeatheesvaram. 

The exhumation of the mass grave is to resume on 16 January.

Chronology:
17.01.14  Skull with open mouth adds to Mannaar killing fiel..
10.01.14  TNPF urges investigations on genocide since Britis..
08.01.14  32 human skeletons exhumed in Mannaar mass grave
06.01.14  26 victims exhumed, mass grave reveals torture, ex..
01.01.14  Human skeletons spotted inside well, bunkers in PT..
30.12.13  Colombo's motive of using China for forensic exami..
24.12.13  More skeletons to be exhumed from mass grave in Ma..
22.12.13  Colombo sabotages DNA testing on skeletal remains ..
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